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Abstract 
 
We investigate the influence of public policy on interprovincial migration in Canada using 
new aggregated migration data for 1974-1996, the longest period studied so far. We consider 
the consequences of regional variation in a variety of policies, and also investigate the effects 
of certain extraordinary events in Quebec and in the Atlantic provinces. The results indicate 
that while the changing bias in the unemployment insurance system may have induced some 
people to move to the relatively high unemployment Atlantic region, the resulting flows are 
likely too small to have altered regional unemployment rates. In contrast, political events in 
Quebec in the 1970's and the closing of the cod fishery in 1992 appear to be associated with 
large changes in migration patterns. 
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1. For an introduction to the extensive literature on regional disparity and public policy, see for example Graham
(1964), Courchene (1970, 1978), Boadway and Flatters (1982 a,b) and Usher (1995).
2. The full version of the study on which this paper is based, Day and Winer (2001), utilizes data for 1968 to 1996:
the 68 - 73 data are from a 10% sample, while the 74 - 96 data are based on the complete tax tapes.  Conclusions
reached are the same as those reported in this paper. It should be noted that due to problems in linking individual
records, it is not practically possible for us to construct panel data for individuals covering the long time period we
investigate. That is why Statistics Canada’s own panel data derived from tax records, the LAD, begins in 1982.  
3. The persistence of regional disparities over the 1966-1996 period is illustrated in Appendix Figure A1 concerning
variation across the Canadian provinces of weekly earnings and unemployment rates, and in Figure A2 which
presents coefficients of variation across provinces of several federal and provincial policy variables. Together the

1.  Introduction

Public policies that support people in relatively depressed regions exist in many countries. It is often argued

that one of the major costs of such policies stems from the incentives they create for people to move to, or

remain in places where they are less productive.1  For example, in Canada the existence of an unemployment

insurance system that is substantially more generous (after 1971) towards people who live in regions with

above average unemployment rates sustains interregional differences in the portion of an individual's

comprehensive income that originates in the public sector. Since individuals base their location decisions

on a comparison of comprehensive incomes, and not just on a comparison of their earned incomes, it is

argued that such regional differentials in comprehensive incomes lead to a misallocation of labour, thereby

reducing average earned income and sustaining regional disparity in the country as a whole.

The argument of course depends crucially on the strength of the influence of public policy on

interregional migration, a relationship that cannot be taken for granted. Since migration usually involves a

substantial fixed cost, personal decisions may not be greatly affected by regional differentials in the public

component of comprehensive incomes if those differentials are not ‘large’. 

In this paper, we study the influence of federal and provincial policies on interprovincial migration

in Canada using new aggregate migration data covering the period from 1974 to 1996 that we have

constructed from personal income tax files.2 (The data are disaggregated by income class, as well as by age

and sex, and are discussed below). The Canadian case is a good one for the study of policy-induced

migration. For the past five decades at least, regional development has been an important goal of successive

federal governments in Canada, while regional disparity has (some would say, as a result) persisted.3  
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two figures show that policies in Canada exhibit levels of regional dispersion that are comparable to those of wages
and unemployment rates, two variables commonly thought to influence migration.
4. This policy variation is illustrated in Appendix Figure A2.

The model we construct as a basis for our estimating equations includes more policy parameters and

variables than appear in previous studies of internal migration in Canada, especially with respect to the way

in which unemployment insurance is represented. Since the representation of the public sector necessarily

relies in part on aggregate public expenditure data, and the public sector differentiates between individuals

to a considerable extent on the basis of income, disaggregation of migration flows by income class is

particularly useful in representing the role of the public sector in the estimating equations. Such

diasaggregation also allows for the possibility that the migration decisions of lower income individuals are

more likely to be affected by unemployment insurance since it is a relatively more important source of

comprehensive income for them than for richer people.

The long time period covered by the data – the longest of any study so far – allows us to include

periods in the 1970s when there were important changes in some policy parameters, including

unemployment insurance.4 We consider the consequences for interprovincial migration flows of regional

variation in federal unemployment insurance, provincial social assistance, federal and provincial personal

income taxes and public spending of different types, and we compare the effects of these policies to the

impacts on migration of wages, employment prospects and moving costs.  

We also conduct a preliminary investigation of the migration consequences of certain extraordinary

political events in the province of Quebec in the mid 1970s and of the closing of the cod fishery on the east

coast after 1992. The study of such events, while of interest in its own right, is of added importance in an

investigation of policy-induced migration. It is reasonable to suppose that the fixed costs associated with

individual migration decisions are substantial. The extraordinary events may create incentives to move that

are large relative to these fixed costs of migration, in contrast (perhaps) to the incentives created by the

effects of marginal changes in public policy in more normal times.    

The empirical literature on policy-induced migration in Canada provides mixed evidence on the
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5. For a review of selected U.S. and U.K. studies on the Tiebout process and fiscally-induced migration, see
Dowding and Biggs (1994).
6. Audas and McDonald include intraprovincial migration in their study, which one cannot do when exploring the
much longer time period considered here.  On the labour market attachment of frequent unemployment insurance
claimants, see also Schwartz et al. (2001).

question at hand. Although there is some empirical evidence that public policy has affected migration

patterns to some extent, notably in the work of Courchene (1970), Winer and Gauthier (1982), Shaw (1986)

and Day  (1992), in the pre-1995 literature on Canada as a whole –  reviewed extensively in Day and Winer

(1994) –  there is no consensus concerning the empirical significance and quantitative importance of the

relationship.5 More recently, Lin (1995) uses the Labour Market Activity Survey for the 1988-90 period and

finds that interprovincial migration does not depend on receipt of unemployment insurance or social

assistance. On the other hand, using the Longitudinal Administrative Data (LAD) set based on tax files for

1982-95, Finnie (2000) finds that the receipt of insurance is associated with a significant increase in out-

migration of prime-aged men and women (the quantitative importance of the effect is not computed).

However, neither of these interesting contributions take the generosity of the unemployment insurance

system into account, and there remains the possibility that the insurance dummy variable used acts as a proxy

for employment opportunities rather than reflecting the operation of the unemployment insurance system

itself. Audas and McDonald (2003), using the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics for 1993-1999 and

a similar treatment of labour market attachment as in Day and Winer (2001), show that the relationship

between unemployment insurance and migration depends on the degree of attachment to the labour market.6

They find some evidence that receipt of insurance payments inhibits migration of people who are moderately

attached to the labour market, and that the tightening of the rules after 1996 may have given marginally

attached workers a stronger incentive to leave high unemployment regions. No quantitative magnitudes of

these effects are reported. 

Considering the literature in Canada as a whole then, it is reasonable to conclude that the empirical

importance of  policy-induced migration remains to be confirmed.

We proceed as follows. In section two we present an econometric model of the individual migration
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7.  See Phipps (1990) for an illustration of this budget constraint.  For an overview of the evolution of the Canadian
unemployment insurance system, now called Employment Insurance, see Lin (1998) and Dingledine et al. (1995). 
8.  The log-linear functional form (described in section 2.1) that we choose for the direct utility function would be
undefined in state 1 if this state did not include any leisure time.

decision, the data are discussed in section three, and estimation results are presented in section four.  In

section five, we discuss a number of policy simulations based on the estimation that explore the effects of

regional variation in selected public policies. These simulations are designed to address the difference

between the statistical significance of the point estimates, and the economic importance of the migration

flows implied by them.  Conclusions, limitations of the analysis and suggestions for future research complete

the paper.

2.  A model of interprovincial migration flows

An individual initially living in province I is assumed to choose province j over all other provincial

destinations in any year if and only if his or her utility is higher there. Everyone is similarly considered to

be a potential interprovincial migrant in every year and, as in the migration literature generally, the move/stay

decision is treated as just another (important) margin on which people continually optimize.   

This simple framework may be applied in a manner that allows us to focus on how uncertainty about

employment prospects in different regions interacts with the unemployment insurance system to affect

migration. We assume that for each individual, the number of weeks of work in each possible destination is

a discrete random variable that can have four possible values. These four states correspond, in a stylized

manner, to important kinks in an individual’s annual budget constraint induced by the unemployment

insurance and social assistance (SA) systems in Canada over the sample period.7 

In state 1, individuals work a total of 50 weeks, leaving them two weeks of leisure time.8  In state

2, individuals work a total of MXYR weeks, where MXYR is the number of weeks of work such that the

individual would be able to spend the remainder of the year collecting insurance benefits. In state 3,

individuals work only MIN weeks, the minimum number of weeks required to qualify for benefits, and they
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9.  Pudney (1989, 112) notes that it is implausible to assume that the form of the function EUij is the same for all

EU Uij js ijs
s

=
=
∑ π

1

4

, (1)

EU EU k j k Jij ik> ∀ ≠ =, , ,..., ,1 (2)

V EUij ij ij= + ε , (3)

spend the remainder of the year collecting a combination of insurance and social assistance benefits. The

unemployment insurance system and the social assistance systems of the provinces thus jointly determine

income in state 3.  Finally, in state 4,  it is assumed that individuals spend the entire year on social assistance

and do not work.

   Given this characterization of  labour supply opportunities, the utility maximizing migration decision

can be formalized in the following manner.  Let πjs be the ex ante probability, as seen by the individual, that

state s (s= 1, ..., 4) will occur in province j. Assume further that these province-specific aggregate

probabilities are independent of any individual's migration decisions, and independent of the region of origin.

Then, from the perspective of a person currently resident in province I, expected utility in potential

destination  j is 

where Uijs is the maximum utility that an individual originating in I would enjoy in province j in state s.  

Since the individual chooses the province that yields the highest expected utility, he or she moves to j if

where J is the total number of provinces ( = 10 in the Canadian case). If j happens to be the individual’s

province of origin I, the individual will not move. 

As McFadden (1974) has shown, this model of choice can be converted into an econometric model

by assuming that the expected utility of an individual chosen at random from the population is given by 

where gij is a random error representing attributes of alternative j that are pertinent to the individual but which

the researcher cannot systematically observe.9  Then, if the gij are independently and identically distributed
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alternatives.  One way of dealing with this problem is to include an additive alternative-specific constant to the
function, as we later do.
10. A model in which migration and  labor supply decisions and the aggregate state of the labor market in each
location are all simultaneously determined would be desirable. Such models have, to our knowledge, not yet been
estimated because of their complexity and associated data requirements (but, see Rosenbluth 1996).
11. Other empirical studies of internal migration in which the role of unemployment insurance is dealt with to some
extent include Audas and McDonald (2003), Tervo (2000), Antolin and Bover (1997) and Pissarides and Wadsworth
(1989). These studies do not model the relevant UI system in the manner or with the detail that we include here.   

P
e

e
ij

EU

EU

k

J

ij

ik

=

=
∑

1

.
(4)

U X T L F Aijs ijs js j j= + − + ′ + ′α α α2 3 4ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) , (5)

with a type I extreme value distribution, the probability that an individual in region I will choose to move

to  j is given by 

The probability of staying in I rather than moving is Pii . 

This model emphasizes the role of migration in utility optimization.  Indeed, because labour supply

is assumed to be fixed in each state of the world, location is the only margin on which individuals are

assumed to adjust.10  It is also important to note that (4) embodies condition (2) – that migration decisions

depend on differences in total expected utility across alternatives. Thus, for example, while some aspects of

the UI system may affect the relative price of leisure, as interesting studies of this effect (such as Sargent

1995) have shown, what matters in the present context is how the insurance system alters total expected

utility in different locations.  For this reason, the representation of the UI system in this paper must be

different than in studies designed to measure the effects of this system on the relative price of leisure.11

2.1  Detailed specification of the expected utility and liklihood functions

As with most applications of the conditional logit model, we choose a functional form for EUij that

is linear in parameters. In particular, assume individuals maximize a Cobb-Douglas utility function: 

where α1 and α2 are individual coefficients, and α3Nand α4N are vectors of coefficients. As before, the subscript
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12.  It is possible to rewrite the budget constraint in terms of the marginal tax rate.  While its form has no bearing on
estimation, it is convenient to reformulate the budget constraint as a function of the marginal tax rate in order to
derive the derivatives of the migration rates Pij with respect to the various components of income.  We discuss one
such derivative below. See Day and Winer (2001), Appendix E, for the reformulated versions of after-tax income net
of moving costs and a more extensive treatment of the role of taxation.  

q X w T L w T UI SA B TR C TAXj ijs j js j js js is i ij ijs+ − = + + + + − −( ) (6)

L

if s

MXYR if s

MIN if s

if s

js

j

j

=

=
=
=
=

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

50 1

2

3

0 4.

(7)

I indicates the province of origin, j the province of destination, and s the state of the world. X is real

consumption; T is the total time (in weeks) available for work or leisure; L is weeks of work; F is a vector

of real fiscal benefits, such as those associated with the provision of education and health care; and A is a

vector of locational amenities, including cultural and linguistic factors, that may affect the individual’s

utility.

In each province and each state of the world, the individual also faces a budget constraint and a

labour supply constraint that defines the number of weeks of work available:

In the budget constraint, q is the price of consumption goods; w is the individual’s wage, which is assumed

to be identical in all states of the world; UI is income from unemployment insurance benefits; SA is social

assistance income; B is interest and investment income; TR is personal transfers from the public sector other

than UI and SA; C is the sum of the before-tax direct and indirect (foregone wage) monetary costs of moving;

and TAX is total federal and provincial income tax.12 In the labour supply constraint, MXYR is the number

of weeks of work required to ensure that the  individual will receive UI benefits for the remainder of the year,

while MIN is the minimum number of weeks of work required to qualify for regular UI benefits.  Note that

based on specific institutional features of the Canadian case, some components in (6) depend on I and j,

while others are assumed to depend on either I or j but not both.
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13.  See the Appendix for the exact definitions of INCijs and its components. Note that the consumption good’s price,
qj, appears separately from the income terms in (8) because it is assumed to be the same in all states of the world.
14.  If one assumes that Vij in equation (3) is the utility function of a representative individual with average incomes,

EU INC INC INC INC

T T MXYR T MIN T

F A

ij j ij j ij j ij j ij

j j j j j j

j j

= + + +
+ − + − + − +
+ ′ + ′

α π π π π
α π π π π
α α

1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

2 1 2 3 4

3 4

50

[ ln ln ln ln ]

[ ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln ]

ln( ) ln( ) .

(8)

1 1 1

ln ln ,
H J J

ijh ijh
h i j

L n P
= = =

= ∑∑∑ (9)

Three components of income – UI, SA, and B – depend on the state of the world. In the case of UI

and SA, this is because receipt of these forms of income are contingent on the individual being unemployed.

Interest and investment income are assumed to be zero in state 4 because unemployed individuals with a

substantial amount of interest and investment income would be deemed ineligible to receive social assistance

benefits. Otherwise, B is assumed to depend only on the province of origin. 

Maximum utility for each ijs combination is derived by maximizing (5) subject to constraints (6) and

(7). The results are substituted into equation (1) to obtain the following expression for expected utility:

where INCijs is the income received in province j in state s by an individual originating in province I.13  

In the case of grouped data, such as we use in this study, a likelihood function can then be

constructed using equations (4) and (8) by assuming that all individuals in a particular group are identical.

If we define h to be an index of the specific group to which an individual belongs, where nijh (possibly equal

to zero) is the number of individuals in group h going from region I to region j, the log-likelihood function

for a sample of H groups in J regions is 

where Pijh represents the probability of moving from I to j, given by equation (4), for individuals in group

h.  In this study groups are defined by income class and year, as well as in some cases by age and sex, as

described in detail below. After substitution of the expected utility function (8) into (4), some further

amendments described in section 2.2, and measurement of the variables on the right-hand side of (8),

discussed extensively in section 3,  maximization of (9) provides our estimates of the parameter vector α.14
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average wages, etc.; gij in equation (3) is the mean over individuals of the random terms in their utility functions; and 
individuals have independent, identical random utility terms with a Type I extreme value distribution; then one can
show that the distribution of the mean random utility term in (3) can be approximated to the first order by a Type I
extreme value distribution.  In this sense the conditional logit model estimated with aggregate data can be viewed as
a first-order approximation to the true aggregate model of migration.  See Chapter 2 and Appendix 1 of Day (1989)
for further details.
15.  Note that while their signs can be predicted, in a conditional logit model the coefficients do not equal the
derivatives of the probability of migrating with respect to the independent variables, because of the nonlinearity of
equation (4).  The effects of changes in the explanatory variables can be explored through simulations, as below, or
through the calculation of marginal effects, as in the longer version of this paper, Day and Winer (2001).

Since (8) has been derived using the direct utility function (5), it is straightforward to predict the

signs of the coefficients αj.
15 Consumption and leisure time are both 'goods,' so  estimates of both α1 and α2

in equation (8) are expected to be positive.  Similarly, any fiscal variable F or locational amenity A whose

estimated coefficient is positive (negative) can be interpreted as providing positive (negative) utility to

individuals.

Equation (8) can be used to indicate why the incentive to move embedded in the unemployment

insurance system (or in any policy) cannot be captured by a single index variable, as we noted earlier: (8)

shows that differences in the probability weighted log-incomes and probability weighted log-leisure times,

not in individual policy parameters, are what matter to the utility maximizing individual in the present

framework. We examine the nature of these broader measures later.

2.2    Extensions of the basic model

The basic model of utility maximization needs to be extended in several ways for empirical

application.  First, to allow for more risk aversion than the Cobb-Douglas form of (5) implies, we add to

equation (8) the probabilities of the less than full employment states.  This also allows for the possibility that

individuals value employment in and of itself.

Second, we add two variables to reflect non-monetary moving costs that are not incorporated in the

variable Cij.  The distance between the province of origin and the province of destination is added to capture

the non-monetary costs of moving that increase with distance, while a dummy variable equal to one if the

choice involves a move and zero otherwise is included to account for fixed costs of moving, such as the

psychic cost of leaving family and friends behind and re-establishing one’s home in a new location, the costs
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16.  Note that this dummy variable does not identify stayers. Rather, it adds an extra term to the utility associated
with the staying option for all individuals, whether movers or stayers. 
17.  One alternative must be excluded to avoid the equivalent of a dummy variable trap. 

of selling a home, and the costs of finding a new place to live.  The inclusion of this dummy variable in the

model ensures that the utility associated with staying,  EUii, will differ from the expected utility associated

with all moves (EUij, j … I) even if the attributes of all regions are identical.16

Third, we added dummy variables to allow a preliminary consideration of two extraordinary events

related to the public sector, the effects of which are probably not adequately captured by the other private

and public sector variables of the model – the election of a separatist government in Quebec in 1976 and the

subsequent introduction of language legislation in 1977, and the closing of the cod fishery on the east coast

in 1992. As noted earlier, these extraordinary events may create migration incentives that are substantial

relative to fixed costs of moving. The exact definitions of these dummy variables, which distinguish between

inflows and outflows, are given in Table 2.

The timing of the dummy representing the events in Quebec corresponds to a pronounced peak in

net outflows from Quebec, also identified by Vachon and Vaillancourt (1999). What we are investigating

is the extent to which all private and public sector determinants of migration that can be included in our

model can account for this unusual episode. The same is the case for the closing of the Cod fishery.     

Finally, we must include dummy variables to control for the effects of language and province-

specific amenities.  The possibility that the predominance of French in Quebec might deter in-migration to

Quebec from other provinces is accounted for by including a dummy variable that is equal to one if the

alternative under consideration is a move to Quebec and the province of origin is not Quebec, and zero

otherwise.  Amenities such as climate, which do not change much over time, are dealt with by including

alternative-specific dummy variables for all provinces except British Columbia.17 

3.  Data

While an analysis of destination choice based on the income tax microdata would certainly be of interest,
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18. There are disadvantages as well as advantages of using grouped data, including the possibility of aggregation
bias.  But Grunfeld and Griliches (1960) point out that aggregation may result in gains if specification error is a
problem in micro models.  Another major advantage is the long time period covered. We also recall here footnote 2
concerning data construction issues.
19. Doing so is equivalent to assuming that the values of the explanatory variables are identical for each individual in
a particular income class in a given year who originated in province I.
20.  Construction of the data used in this study was a substantial project in its own right.  The data were also
extended backward to 1968 with the help of tapes containing the partial tax records of a 10% sample of Canadians
for the period 1967-1973, but estimation results based on the extended data set are not presented here. For further
details, see Day and Winer (2001). Results of estimation over the longer period are consistent with the conclusions
reached below. Manohar Surkund's extensive programming was essential to data construction.

the data requirements of such an exercise are formidable. One needs individual-specific data on wages, the

probabilities of the four states of the world, and the fiscal benefits that would be received in each possible

destination.  Since such data are simply not available – at best, microdata sets provide information on some

of these variables only for the destination actually selected – we have chosen to work with gross flow data

instead, disaggregated by income class, age and sex.18  Most results presented in this paper use data

disaggregated by income class only. This choice allows us to use provincial fiscal and other aggregates to

measure the explanatory variables of the model.19 Some key simulations making use of data disaggregated

by age and sex as well are also reported in Table 6 below, and further results, consistent with the conclusions

reached in the paper, are found in the longer version of this study. 

In the remainder of this section we provide a brief description of the migration data and the data used

to represent the explanatory variables of the model.  Further details regarding the sources and construction

of the data are provided in the extensive data appendices of Day and Winer (2001).

3.1   The new migration data

The migration data for 1974-1996 are constructed from personal income tax records for the tax years

1973-1996.20  For any tax filer, interprovincial migration is assumed to have occurred sometime during the

second of two adjacent tax years if the individual reports a different province of residence on December 31st

of the second year.  All tax filers are included in our migration counts, with the exception of: (I) those

younger than 20 or older than 64;  (ii) immigrants, emigrants, and persons migrating to or from the northern

territories; (iii) persons who died during the tax year; (iv) those with no income from wages and salaries, self-
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21.  All tax filers under the age of thirty who claimed a tuition deduction of at least about three-quarters of the
average university tuition payed in Canada each year in each province were assumed to be students.  This rule will
not eliminate all students, however, since many transfer the deduction to a parent.
22.  In 1995, for example, median total income for all tax filers in our data set is about $24,142, or about 62.5% of
the median income for families and unattached individuals reported in Statistics Canada catalogue 13-207.  The
lower median income in the tax data in part reflects the fact that since families do not file joint tax returns in Canada,
the income of each spouse is recorded separately. Median total income in the tax files is consistently lower than
median family income, although the ratio of the two varies from year to year.
23.  Researchers interested in using these data should contact the Business and Labour Market Analysis Division of
Statistics Canada.  The conditions for using the data include being sworn in under the Statistics Act, and working
with the data on Statistics Canada premises. We are grateful to Garnett Picot and Statistics Canada for making this
arrangement.

Low income TI median TI

Middle income median TI TI median TI

High income TI median TI

RC RC

RC RC RC

RC RC

: . ( )

: . ( ) . ( )

: . ( ) .

0 0 5

0 5 125

125

< ≤

< ≤

>

(10)

employment, unemployment insurance or social assistance; and (v) full-time students.21  These exclusions

were designed to restrict the data set to individuals who are attached to the labour market.  For each

individual remaining in the data set, both the province of origin and destination were recorded for each year

from 1974 to 1996.  The tax filers were then grouped into three income classes based on total income as

defined by Revenue Canada (TIRC):22

The age categories used when the data were disaggregated further by age and sex are 20-34, 35-44 and 45-64.

Finally, the number of individuals in each cell of the data set was recorded, with cells being defined by year,

province of origin and destination, income class, and age and sex if these characteristics were also employed.

Since these migration data are derived from individual tax records, strict confidentiality conditions

apply to their use.  Despite the fact that we began with the complete set of tax returns filed in each year,

many of the migration cells with an origin and a destination in one of the smaller provinces contain few

individuals, and do not meet Statistics Canada’s strict conditions for their publication.  Rather than work with

a publishable data set that contains many censored cells, we employ the uncensored migration data.  Statistics

Canada has, however, agreed to retain this data for a period of ten years, and to make them available without

cost to other researchers interested in confirming the results reported here.23

Because we include only tax filers in our migration data, our estimates of migration flows differ from
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the official series published by Statistics Canada. Table 1 below provides an overview of the pattern of

migration flows in our data during the sample period. Gross inflows and outflows are small; they rarely

exceed two percent of the ex ante population. 

Not surprisingly, most migrants originate in the two most populous provinces, Ontario and Quebec.

Over the 1974-1996 period, the provinces that have enjoyed the most in-migration are the relatively high-

wage provinces of Alberta and British Columbia. Although Ontario, also one of the richest provinces, tended

to experience net out-migration on average during the sample period, the average net loss constituted a very

small proportion of its population. Newfoundland, the province in which unemployment benefits tended to

be highest during the period, experienced net out-migration in all but three years of the sample period despite

these benefits. However, at the same time unemployment rates were relatively high and wages were relatively

low in Newfoundland, factors which encourage out-migration. 

Table 1.  Selected Sample Migration Rates, All Income Classes, 1974-1996

NFLD PEI NS NB QUE ONT MAN SASK ALTA BC

In-migration (percentage of ex ante population)

1976
1986
1996
Mean

2.5
1.8
1.6
2.2

4.9
3.1
2.8
3.9

3.3
2.5
2.3
2.9

3.2
2.2
1.7
2.5

0.7
0.5
0.4
0.5

1.2
1.3
0.7
1.0

2.7
2.0
1.5
2.1

3.6
2.1
2.1
2.5

5.7
2.2
2.8
3.6

2.7
2.3
1.9
2.9

Out-migration (percentage of ex ante population)

1976 
1986
1996
Mean

3.2
3.1
3.5
2.9

4.8
3.3
2.4
3.8

3.7
2.9
2.3
3.0

3.3
2.7
2.0
2.7

1.0
0.6
0.5
0.7

1.4
0.8
0.8
1.1

3.4
2.4
2.0
2.8

2.9
2.9
2.3
3.0

3.1
3.6
1.9
3.0

2.9
1.9
1.5
1.9

Net in-migration (number of individuals)

1976
1986
1996
Mean

-1136
-2808
-4761
-1691

16
-124
225

16

-1164
-1318

-297
-323

-284
-1716

-907
-446

-7381
-724

-5883
-5638

-4901
21945
-1957
-1296

-2587
-1784
-2610
-3125

2033
-3183
-1119
-2164

17295
-15246
10272

3837

-1891
4958
7037

10831

Ex ante sample size (thousands of individuals)

1976 
1986
1996
Mean

161
232
246
220

38
52
61
50

277
365
395
349

225
293
338
285

2165
2739
3277
2698

3264
4116
7627
3972

372
463
471
436

294
393
404
368

663
1062
1185

977

924
1163
1566
1158
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24.  In fact, the number of UI regions has increased over the years.
25.  We are indebted to Pierre Lefevbre for providing us with these data.
26. Létourneau (1992) attempts to measure regional differences in price levels in Canada, but only for 1982-1988.

INCOME INC INC INC INC qij j ij j ij j ij j ij j= + + + +π π π π1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4ln ln ln ln ln (11)

LEISURE T MXYR T MIN Tij j j j j j j= + − + − +π π π π1 2 3 42ln( ) ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ( ) . (12)

3.2   The explanatory variables

A list of the explanatory variables included in the empirical model, together with their definitions

and the expected signs of their coefficients, is provided in Table 2. Note that the first two variables,

INCOME and LEISURE, are composite variables that are defined as follows:

Data on most of the variables required, such as average weekly earnings, interest and investment income, and

regional price indexes, were obtained from Statistics Canada sources. The unemployment insurance variables

MINj, MINWKSj, and MAXYRj are constructed using provincial unemployment rates and the provisions of

the Employment Insurance Act, under the assumption that each province constitutes a single insurance

region.24 TAXijs is estimated using the actual federal tax schedule and provincial income tax rates, under the

assumption that the migrant is single and claims only the personal exemption/tax credit. The last component

of income, annual SA income in province j, is approximated by the annual social assistance income for a

single mother with two children, the only measure which is available on a consistent basis for all provinces

throughout the time period studied.25 Unfortunately, it is impossible to obtain data on any of these income

components that varies with income class. The construction of these data is discussed extensively in Day and

Winer (2001) and may be of independent interest. 

[Table 2 here]

As it is impossible to obtain a consistent price index that measures differences in the cost of

living across provinces for our entire sample period, we use regional city consumer price indices for

the major city in each of the ten provinces to represent qj.
26 As in Day (1992) and MacNevin (1984),

the components of the vector F in (8) include real per capita consolidated provincial and local

government spending on health, education, and other functions, excluding spending on social 



15Table 2: List of Explanatory Variables

Variable name Definition Sign

LEISURE expected value of log of leisure time +

Public Expenditure:

HEALTH

EDUCATION

OTHER SPENDING

FEDERAL  SPENDING

log of real per capita provincial and local govt spending on health

log of real per cap provincial and local govt spending on education

log of real per cap provincial and local govt spending on other functions,
excluding social services and debt service
log of real per capita current and capital spending by the federal govt

+

+

?

+

Moving Costs:
    
DSTAY
 
DISTANCE

dummy variable equal to 1 if origin = destination, zero otherwise

log of distance between origin and destination

+

-

Additional Risk Aversion:
  
 Model 1:   P2
                   P3
                   P4

 Model 2:  LP234

probability of state 2
probability of state 3
probability of state 4

log (P2 + P3 + P4)

-
-
-

-

Extraordinary Events:
   
PQ

PQ2

FISH

FISH2

dummy variable equal to 1 if outflow from Quebec, 1977-80; 0 otherwise

dummy variable equal to 1 if inflow to Quebec, 1977-80; 0 otherwise

dummy variable equal to 1 if outflow from Newfoundland, 1993-96; 0
otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if inflow to Newfoundland, 1993-96; 0
otherwise

+

-

+

-

Locational Attributes:
QUEBEC

NFLD
PEI
NS
NB
QUE
ONT
MAN
SASK
ALTA

dummy variable equal to 1 if province of origin is not Quebec and province
of destination is Quebec, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Newfoundland, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is PEI, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Nova Scotia, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is New Brunswick, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Quebec, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Ontario, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Manitoba, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Saskatchewan, 0 otherwise
dummy variable equal to 1 if choice is Alberta, 0 otherwise

-
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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27. See the Appendix, equation (A5). Measurement of these probabilities is a substantial undertaking. 

services and debt service, from Statistics Canada’s Financial Management System. These data include both

current and capital spending by provincial  governments. We also include in F per capita total federal current

and capital spending in each province (data on federal spending by function are not available by province).

All four fiscal variables are deflated using the regional city consumer price index.

Finally, we turn to the measurement of the probabilities of the states of the world. Because the

unemployment rate series published by Statistics Canada do not correspond to the four states defined in the

model, we estimate the probabilities of the four states using employment data from the Labour Force Survey

(nEj), together with data on the number of individuals receiving UI benefits in each province (nUIj), the

number of social assistance cases in each province (nSAj), the number of UI recipients with more than twenty

qualifying weeks of employment, and the number of UI recipients with less than twenty qualifying weeks

of employment. The precise definitions used are given in the Appendix and discussed further in Day and

Winer (2001).27  One problem with using these data is that while the ex ante probabilities in the model are

defined in terms of the distribution of weeks of work across the labour force, nEj, nUIj, and nSAj are all

measures of the stock of individuals in a particular state at a particular point in time. Data on the distribution

of weeks of work by province is limited, necessitating the use of approximations.

Before turning to the estimation results, it is interesting to look at how the migration incentives

embedded in the unemployment insurance system are reflected in the variable INCOME (10). Figure 1 shows

the  probability-weighted income differentials between Ontario and Newfoundland in states 2 and 3.  

[Figure 1 here]

This figure suggests that until reforms were introduced in the early 1990s, the insurance system was

increasingly biased in favour of weakly attached labour market participants who registered for unemployment

insurance in  Newfoundland. Since the major changes in insurance policy parameters in the 1968-1996 period

occurred in 1971, 1974, 1979 and 1994, it can also be inferred from Figure 1 that movements in the

probabilities of employment as well as in incomes if unemployed are important in determining migration 
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28. We recall that the likelihood function used is (9), derived after substitution of (8) as subsequently amended into
(4). Estimation was carried out using LIMDEP 7.0. 

incentives.  This is not surprising; incentives to move created by the insurance system depend on both the

income received in any location as well as the probability that an individual will need to rely on

insurance payments there.  In the end, what matters to individuals (in our model) is how the variables

INCOME and LEISURE, which take both of these factors into account, are affected by changes in

parameters of the insurance system.

4.  Estimation results

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameter vector α for each of three income classes for the period

1974-1996 are presented in Table 3.28  Here two versions of the model are provided. As indicated in Table

2, the two versions differ only in how expected utility (8) is modified to account for additional risk aversion.

-1.4

-1.2

-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

1966 1969 1972 1975 1978 1981 1984 1987 1990 1993 1996

ONT - NFLD, prob(s2)*ln [inc(s2)] ONT - NFLD, prob(s3)*ln [inc(s3)]

Figure 1. Probability Weighted Logs of Real UI Incomes,
Ontario-Newfoundland, Stayers, 1966-1996
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29. The full matrices are available in Day and Winer (2001).
30. Negative coefficients also appear for Models 1 and 2 when the data are disaggregated by age and sex as well as
by income class.  In Model  1, the estimated coefficient of one or more of the additional risk aversion variables is
positive in 19 of 54 cases, especially for female groups. (There are 18 income class-age-sex categories and 3
employment probabilities.)  For Model 2, 4 of 18 coefficients on the single variable reflecting employment states are
positive. We note that when the unemployment insurance simulations reported below are conducted using these
disaggregated models, and the results are then aggregated up, conclusions remain essentially the same as reported in
this paper.  

In Model 1, the untransformed probabilities of all three unemployment states are allowed to affect expected

utility  separately. In Model 2, the natural log of the sum of the probabilities of the three unemployment states

is used instead.

[Table 3 here]

The overall fit of the model, as measured by McFadden’s R2, is quite good for all income classes and

both models; all the R2 values exceed 0.9.  However, the correlations between the actual and fitted values

of the 100 origin-destination specific migration rates for each income class are often low, ranging from   

-0.4372 to 0.9002 for Model 1 and -0.7749 to 0.9163 for Model 2.29 Thus the model does not do a uniformly

good job of explaining many of the origin-destination specific migration rates. Though few if any migration

studies actually report such correlations, so that we cannot make comparisons, we suspect they are not

uncommon. Correlations between the actual and fitted values of  aggregate in-, out-, and net in-migration

flows for each province, defined over all possible destinations for each province, are generally higher,

especially for the low income class. For example, for out-migration in model 1 they range from 0.4195 to

0.9149 for the low income class. 

Turning now to the parameter estimates in Table 3, it can be seen that the values of the coefficients

of INCOME, LEISURE and the public expenditure variables are sensitive to the manner in which the

probabilities of unemployment are included. The coefficients on INCOME and LEISURE for Model 1 tend

to be larger, for each income class, than the corresponding estimates for Model 2.  In one case, for the high

income class in Model 2, the coefficient on the leisure term is negative and statistically insignificant.30 
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Table 3.  Parameter estimates by income class, 1974-1996*

Model 1 Model 2

Variable
Low

Income
Middle
Income

High
Income 

Low
Income

Middle
Income

High
Income 

INCOME

LEISURE

HEALTH

EDUCATION

OTHER SPENDING

FEDERAL SPENDING

DSTAY

DISTANCE

LOG (P2+P3+P4)

P2

P3

P4

QUEBEC

PQ

PQ2

FISH

FISH2

NFLD

PEI

NS

NB

QUE

ONT

MAN

SASK

ALTA

1.806
(41.79) 

2.832
(12.61)
-0.471

(-28.24)
0.388

(26.35)
-0.198

(-22.91)
0.229

(22.95)
1.576

(155.60)
-0.502

(-349.25)

-28.979
(-40.50)
-13.396
(-18.53)
-9.890

(-13.11)
-2.243

(-407.27)
0.232

(29.48)
0.151

(15.87)
0.105

(10.47)
-0.883

(-60.65)
0.354

(27.45)
-0.883

(-66.57)
-0.491

(-40.99)
-0.052

(-5.41)
1.577

(204.72)
-0.252

(-41.76)
-1.046

(-156.59)
-1.136

(-176.52)
-0.543

(-90.62)

2.391
(63.93)

7.105
(36.29)

-0.414
(-29.33)

-0.007 
(-0.521)
-0.341

(-45.05)
0.493

(59.61)
1.848

(207.18)
-0.504

(-398.90)

-42.977
(-69.11)
-26.861

(-42.61)
-23.780

(-36.09)
-2.351

(-487.53)
0.405

(64.73)
0.156

(19.12)
-0.142

(-13.08)
-1.168

(-83.23)
0.469

(41.11)
-0.835

(-73.32)
-0.661

(-66.12)
-0.041

(-4.97)
1.897

(285.40)
-0.342

(-66.31)
-1.177

(-208.97)
-1.083

(-194.70)
-0.541

(-103.05)

1.507
(35.07)

4.887
(21.10)

-0.300
(-18.57)

-0.161
(-10.93)

-0.419
(-48.78)

0.514
(52.36)

1.378
(133.47)

-0.599
(-409.63)

-30.780
(-41.82)
-21.103

(-28.25)
-17.150

(-22.03)
-2.065

(-399.05)
0.486

(73.27)
0.076

(8.39)
-0.267

(-17.97)
-1.084

(-64.56)
0.054

(-3.87)
-1.521

(-110.37)
-1.069

(-90.12)
0.539

(-54.72)
1.505

(198.91)
-0.263

(-44.42)
-1.377

(-212.09)
-1.212

(-194.34)
0.542

(-91.09)

0.748
(18.35)

0.571
(26.87)

0.169
(11.19)

0.662
(45.04)

-0.357
(-41.89)

-0.429
(-52.02)

1.496
(149.42)

-0.517
(-365.71)

-0.748
(-127.85)

-2.240
(-406.51)

0.294
(37.61)

0.076
(8.08)
0.003

(0.316)
-0.790

(-54.54)
-0.572

(-56.85)
-0.992

(-78.46)
-0.211

(-17.93)
-0.335

(-37.89)
1.319

(180.53)
0.120

(24.06)
-0.721

(-112.50)
-1.010

(-159.85)
-0.595

(-99.59)

1.200
(34.23)

0.904
(46.70)

0.149
(11.57)

0.327
(25.22)

-0.494
(-66.51)

-0.214
(-31.05)

1.761
(199.67)

-0.521
(-419.18)

-0.842
(-158.58)

-2.348
(-486.77)

0.460
(74.28)

0.095
(11.69)

-0.291
(-26.83)

-1.030
(-73.62)

-0.641
(-71.78)

-1.049
(-97.81)

-0.378
(-39.23)

-0.428
(-56.57)

1.554
(248.98)

0.050
(11.57)

-0.839
(-153.21)

-0.971
(-177.33)

-0.589
(-112.58)

0.416
(10.29)

-0.010 
(-0.44)

0.192
(12.93)

0.054
(3.62)
-0.547

(-64.72)
-0.137 

(-1.66)
1.290

(126.24)
-0.616

(-427.42)
-0.477

(-79.98)

-2.066
(-399.20)

0.545
(83.36)

0.013 
(1.50)
-0.361

(-24.41)
-0.995

(-59.48)
-0.903

(-86.85)
-1.738

(-136.26)
-0.890

(-75.75)
-0.842

(-94.78)
1.274

(178.52)
0.039

(7.78)
-1.138

(-180.63)
-1.127

(-183.35)
-0.538

(-91.72)
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The sensitivity of the estimates can be attributed to collinearity between the probabilities of the states

of the world, the variable LEISURE, and to a lesser extent, the public expenditure variables and INCOME.

Due to the structure of the Canadian unemployment insurance system, both MIN and MXYR are lower in high

unemployment provinces, resulting in a higher value for LEISURE in such provinces. Since the probabilities

of the three unemployment states are correlated with the provincial unemployment rates, a correlation

between LEISURE and the probabilities of the three states exists. It should be noted, however, that

experiments with alternative models indicate that it is important to have the probabilities in the model to

allow for aversion to regions where employment prospects are relatively poor. Omission of these variables

leads to coefficients on income that are often negative, likely because the INCOME variable then acts to

some extent as a proxy for undesirable employment prospects as well as for wages.   

The signs of the coefficients on HEALTH, EDUCATION, and FEDERAL SPENDING also differ

across the two models, suggesting that collinearity between these variables and economic conditions affects

these coefficients as well. We can think of no good reason why people might value additional amounts of

publicly provided goods such as  health care negatively. Perhaps the fiscal  aggregates that we have to use

in lieu of better measures of public services received are more highly correlated with the other explanatory

variables than the actual benefits received would be.  It is also possible that these fiscal aggregates are

picking up the influence of other factors not accounted for elsewhere in the model.  

Despite the collinearity problem, the coefficient of INCOME is generally positive, suggesting that

individuals do prefer regions with higher expected incomes. This result is consistent with other studies of

interprovincial migration in Canada. Although there is also a strong correlation between the variables

DISTANCE and DSTAY (and for this reason we always change these variables together in simulations), the

signs of their coefficients are always consistent with our expectations. The negative coefficient of

DISTANCE implies that the costs of migration increase with distance from the point of origin.  The positive

coefficient of DSTAY, which takes on the value 1 for choices that do not involve a move, implies that there

are indeed substantial fixed costs associated with migration away from one’s home. The coefficient of

QUEBEC always has a negative sign, suggesting that language does form a barrier to in-migration to that
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31. We are aware of the possible political economy implications of this result. For some recent theoretical studies
that bear on the matter, see for example Glaeser and Shleifer (2005) and Boerner and Ubelmesser (2005).

province. It should be noted that the coefficients of DISTANCE, DSTAY, QUEBEC, and the variables

related to extraordinary events are all stable across different specifications of the model.

The positive coefficient of PQ for all models and all income classes suggests that the election of a

separatist government and subsequent events in the mid to late 1970s led to an increase in out-migration from

the province; although this accords with much anecdotal evidence, actually estimating this effect in the

present context is another matter. One should note that  the coefficient of PQ2 is also positive, indicating that

inflows to Quebec also increased in the mid-1970s. One conjecture is that this increased inflow consists of

former Quebecers returning to their home province.

The signs of the coefficients of PQ and PQ2 may not tell the whole story of the extraordinary events

in Quebec, though.  If other explanatory variables such as average weekly earnings or the probabilities of the

unemployment states also changed, then the effect of the dummy variables on migration flows is likely to

represent a lower bound on the total effect.  Nonetheless, it is still of interest to examine the magnitude of

the effect on migration to and from Quebec by comparing the predicted migration flows when PQ and PQ2

are equal to 1, to the predicted flow when PQ and PQ2 are equal to 0.  Both the individual effects of these

two variables and their net effect on in-migration to Quebec are presented in Table 4.  The impact on inflows

to Quebec was greatest for the middle and low income groups, while the impact on outflows was greatest for

the middle and higher income groups. Over the 1977-1980 period as a whole, the cumulative effect of the

political events captured by the Quebec dummy variables is estimated to be an increase in net out-migration

of between 26,000 (Model 1) and 33,000 (Model 2) people.  By way of comparison, the actual net outflow

from Quebec (in our migration data) during the 4 years after the election of the Parti Quebécois was 50,600

people.31

[Table 4 here]
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 Table 4.  Effect of Extraordinary Events on Migration To and From Quebec and Newfoundland.

Estimated change in inflows and outflows as a result of the event

Model  1 Model 2

Low income
Middle
income

High
income Total

Low
income

Middle
income

High
income Total

Election of Parti Quebécois: 1977-1980

In-migration to Quebec
Out-migration from Quebec
Net In-migration to Quebec

2049
4754
-2705

2858
13340
-10482

1152
14314
-13162

6059
32408
-26349

1074
5844
-4770

1788
14775
-12987

210
15625
-15415

3072
36244
-33172

Closing of Cod Fishery: 1993-1996

In-migration to Newfoundland
Out-migration from Newfoundland
Net In-migration to Newfoundland

-7553
1314
-8867

-12457
-1536
-10922

-7727
-1580
-6147

-27737
-1802
-25936

-6411
41
-6452

-10128
-3376
-6752

-6738
-2245
-4493

-23277
-5580
-17697
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32.  We are grateful to Michael Hatfield of Human Resources Development Canada for this suggestion.

Table 4 also presents estimates of the additional effect of the closing of the cod fishery in 1992 on

migration to and from Newfoundland, over and above any effect due to related changes in incomes,

unemployment rates or any other explanatory variable in the model. Interestingly, inflows to, rather than

outflows from Newfoundland seem to be the most affected, registering large decreases for all three income

classes.  It is possible that this pattern reflects the effect of the TAGS income subsidy program for fishers

instituted when the fishery was closed, as in-migrants were not eligible for benefits under TAGS, but this

remains a conjecture.32

The total effect of the closing is substantial, although considerably smaller for Model 2 than for

Model 1.  The Model 1 estimates imply a net loss of about 26,000 people, while the Model 2 estimates imply

a net loss of less than 18,000 people.  These estimated increases in net outflows of tax filers are greater than

the actual net outflow (in our data set) of 14,500.  The discrepancy between the actual and predicted outflows

may be a prediction error, or it may be that other variables included in the model change in an offsetting

manner.

Finally, before turning to the role of unemployment insurance, we note that the pattern of signs on

the alternative-specific dummy variables indicates that people are generally moving to the west coast  ( B.C.

is the omitted province), as was suggested by the summary data in Table 1.  Perhaps the most interesting

finding here is that the coefficient of QUE is positive, while those for all other provinces are generally

negative.  In other words, after allowing for a general tendency for migration to Quebec to be different from

that to other provinces (using the QUEBEC dummy discussed earlier), this positive coefficient suggest that

some migrants view Quebec as having some amenities that are more desirable than those of the other

provinces.
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33.  In Day and Winer (2001) we provide an extensive discussion of calculated marginal effects of policies,
including the effects of changes in tax rates. 
34.  The mathematical expression for the probability of migrating in the conditional logit model, which is given by
equation (4), is such that any term in the linear function EUij that takes on the same value for all alternatives j will
cancel out of the numerator and denominator of the expression. This means that eliminating moving costs, which
entails setting the variables DISTANCE and DSTAY to zero, has almost the same effect as equalizing moving costs,
since in the latter case the variables DISTANCE and DSTAY would drop out of the equation. The only difference
between a simulation in which moving costs are equalized and one in which moving costs are eliminated is that in the
former the value of the variable INCOME would be slightly different due to the fact that the monetary costs of
moving would be nonzero.

5.  The effect of eliminating regional variation in the determinants of migration

Although the coefficient estimates tell us something about the direction of the effects on migration of

changes in the explanatory variables, because of the nonlinearity of the estimating equation these coefficients

cannot alone tell us anything about the magnitude of those effects.  In this paper, simulation is the primary

method we use to explore the quantitative importance of the various factors underlying internal migration.

The simulations are designed to help us better understand the consequences for migration of the elimination

of all regional variation in some key policy variables.33 To the best of our knowledge, most studies of internal

migration do not similarly investigate the importance of their results.

In order to put the policy simulations into better perspective, we simulate the effects of eliminating

regional dispersion in average weekly earnings and the probabilities of the four states of the world.  We also

consider what happens when we eliminate monetary and nonmonetary moving costs, which in the conditional

logit model is more or less equivalent to eliminating regional variation in these costs.34  All simulations are

carried out for both models, in view of the collinearity issue pointed to earlier, in order to investigate the

robustness of the results.  Table 5 contains a summary of the assumptions underlying the simulations.

[Table 5 here]

All the simulation results are reported as changes from a base case defined by the fitted values of

the model being simulated. Because changes in population flows are easier to comprehend than changes in

migration rates, we translate the changes in predicted migration rates into changes in migration flows by

multiplying each origin-destination specific migration flow by the appropriate provincial population. 
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Table 5.  Simulation Assumptions

Simulation
No. Variable(s) affected Assumptions

1 MIN (minimum qualifying
weeks)

MIN = 13 weeks in all provinces in all years

2 Regional extended benefits 2 weeks of benefits for each qualifying week of work in all provinces in all years

3 MIN and regional extended
benefits

Combination of (1) and (2)

4 Per capita federal spending Real per capita federal spending identical in all provinces (model structure makes level of  real per capita spending chosen irrelevant)

5 Per capita education spending Real per capita education spending identical in all provinces (model structure makes level of  real per capita spending chosen irrelevant)

6 Provincial income tax rates Provincial piggyback rate set equal to the nine-province average in all provinces for each year.  Quebec treated like provinces that are
signatories to the tax collection agreement with the federal government.

7 Social assistance benefits Annual social assistance benefits set equal to the ten-province average in all provinces for each year

8 All policy variables Combination of (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7)

9 Average weekly earnings Average weekly earnings set equal to Canadian Industrial Composite value in all provinces for each year.  Foregone wage costs of moving
adjusted accordingly.

10 Probabilities of states of the
world

For each province, probabilities computed for the aggregate of the ten provinces for each year were used.  UI benefits in each state of the 
world re-computed, using actual guidelines, under assumption that unemployment rate equal to Canadian average value in all ten 
provinces for each year.

11 Moving costs All moving costs set equal to zero: C = DISTANCE = DSTAY for all I and j and all years
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35.  See Day and Winer (2001) for more detailed simulation results, including the impact on total inflows and total
outflows for each province.

Then the origin-destination specific flows are summed across provinces to obtain the change in net in-

migration for each province and income class.35 Finally, we report only the average change over the 78-96

period because prior to 1978, there was no regional variation in MIN, a key insurance policy parameter.

It should be noted that the simulations are not dynamic.  In each year the same policy change is

treated as if it were being introduced that year for the very first time.  The average changes reported can thus

be viewed as the average impact effect of introducing the policy change.  We chose to focus on average

impact effects for two reasons: first, the difficulty in explaining year-to-year fluctuations in migration flows;

and second, the fact that our model (or other extant models for that matter) does not allow us to predict the

effects of migration on determinants such as earnings or employment probabilities.

5.1   Effects on the volume of migration

First we consider the effect of eliminating regional differences in the explanatory variables on 

the  volume of interprovincial migration.  Table 6 presents the change in the total number of migrants relative

to the base case or status quo, in percentage terms, for the eleven different simulations that were carried out

using Models 1 and 2, including a simulation, shown in italic font, concerning unemployment insurance using

data disaggregated by age and sex as well as by income class, where the disaggregated results have been

aggregated up by income class.  The change in the volume of migration is computed by summing gross

outflows across provinces for each income class.  

[Table 6 here]

A comparison across simulations of the percentage change in the total number of migrants indicates

that the role of the probabilities of the states of the world dominates the role of average weekly earnings, by

up to an order of magnitude (depending on the model used).  All the policy variables considered together play

a role that is somewhat larger than that of wages for Model 1 (4.82% vs. 3.33%), and about 1/3 as much as

wages for Model 2.  The difference in results between models for this simulation likely stems from the 
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Table 6.  Effect on Volume of Migration of Elimination of Regional Variation

      Model 1                                   Model 2                                     

Low Middle High Low Middle High
Variable Income Income Income Total Income Income Income Total

Change in number of interprovincial migrants as percentage of base case b 

MIN 0.12 0.10 -0.00 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01

Regional extended benefits 0.28 0.39 0.09 0.26 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.02

MIN and regional extended benefits 0.34 0.52 1.24 0.69 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.02

MIN and regional extended benefits c -0.04 0.28 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03

Per capita federal spending 1.41 3.22 2.25 2.36 0.59 0.34 0.02 0.32

Per capita education spending 0.12 -0.01 -0.31 -0.06 0.42 0.51 0.12 0.36

Provincial income tax rates -0.60 -0.28 -0.08 -0.32 -0.30 -0.23 -0.06 -0.20

Social assistance benefits -0.28 -0.36 -0.24 -0.30 -0.12 -0.18 -0.07 -0.13

All policy variables 2.83 6.57 4.65 4.82 0.72 0.31 0.05 0.35

Average weekly earnings 2.12 4.56 3.04 3.33 0.72 1.99 0.74 1.21

Probabilities of states of the world 27.44 42.33 28.89 33.54 1.58 4.46 5.38 3.86
Moving costs 3449.48 4931.71 6463.77 4955.07 3,447.68 4,977.51 6,462.08 4,971.36

Notes to Table 6: 

a  Number of migrants  = sum across provinces of gross out-migration flows.
b  Base case is sum of predicted out-migration flows from Model 1 or Model 2 respectively.
c Based on estimates disaggregated by age and sex, as well as income class.
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36.  Recall that as noted in footnote 33, in our model eliminating moving costs is similar in effect to eliminating
regional variation in moving costs.

role of federal spending, which has a bigger percentage impact on mobility for Model 1 (2.36%) than for

Model 2 (0.32%). 

Individually, the remaining policy variables, including the unemployment insurance variables, play

a much less important role than earnings and probabilities (except for federal spending in Model 1).

Provincial tax rates have an effect that, for each income class, is more or less the same for the two models.

It is interesting to note that in the case of tax rates, the overall change in the number of migrants is smallest

for the high income group.

The effect of eliminating regional differences in qualifying weeks for insurance (MIN) has a

uniformly small effect compared to, say, the effect of eliminating regional variation in wages in both models.

 The volume of migration is still relatively unchanged even when all regional variation is eliminated from

the insurance system,  a policy change that likely is at the extreme end of feasible reforms.  While there are

some differences across income classes, in all cases the gross change in the number of migrants is quite small

when compared to that for average weekly earnings or for the probabilities of the various employment states.

One may note that for Model 1, the effect of eliminating variation in MIN and all regionally extended

insurance benefits is even smaller when the age/sex disaggregation is used in addition to income class.

Finally, we note that completely eliminating all moving costs has an enormous effect on the volume

of migration, exceeding that of all other simulations by two or three orders of magnitude.  This simulation

differs in nature from the others, in which regional variation is eliminated, but we provide it for the reader’s

interest nonetheless.36  

To further assess the importance of the changes introduced in the simulations, we examine their

consequences for unemployment rates at the end of this section.

5.2   Effects on the pattern of migration

Even if regional dispersion in policy variables has little effect on the volume of migration, it may
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37. No waiting period for the receipt of social assistance is allowed for in this calculation. It is important to note that
we are discussing here changes in different employment states that prospective migrants will take into account before
they move.  

still affect the pattern of migration, or the distribution of the population across regions.  Table 7 summarizes

the effect of the simulations on the pattern of interprovincial migration, for all income classes taken together.

Here and in the following Table 8 only results for Model 1 are shown to conserve space: Model 2 results

(found in Day and Winer 2001)  show basically the same pattern, and lead to similar conclusions. 

In most cases, the signs of the coefficient estimates tell us something about the effect of regional

variation on the pattern of migration flows.  For example, as long as the coefficient of INCOME is positive,

the elimination of regional variation in provincial income tax rates will tend to increase net in-migration to

provinces where tax rates are relatively high, and reduce net in-migration to provinces where tax rates are

relatively low.  Indeed, this is exactly what happens: net in-migration rises for the high-tax provinces of

Quebec, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, while net in-migration to all other provinces

decreases.  Similarly, the elimination of regional variation in average weekly earnings (column (9) of Table

7) reduces net in-migration to the relatively high-wage provinces of Ontario, Alberta, British Columbia, and

Quebec, and raises net in-migration to all other provinces.

[Table 7 here]

In other cases, the signs of the coefficient estimates alone are not sufficient to tell us what the

outcome of the simulations will be. The two simulations involving the insurance parameter MIN are a case

in point. The derivative of Pij with respect to MINj (see the Appendix and also Appendix G of Day and Winer

2001) implies that an increase in MINj will have two effects on migration from I to j: first, since individuals

must work longer to qualify for unemployment insurance benefits in state 3, wage income will be higher and

social assistance income will be lower. As long as the after-tax wage exceeds average weekly social

assistance benefits (recall that individuals in state 3 are assumed to go on social assistance when insurance

benefits end), and the coefficient α1 is positive, this effect will tend to increase inflows to region or province

j.37 
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Table 7.  Effect on the Pattern of Migration of Elimination of Regional Variation: Percentage Change in Net In-Migration, Model 1
Simulation  (see list below) 

Province 1      2     3        (3')     4          5      6      7       8     9   10   11

NFLD
PEI
NS
NB
QUE
ONT
MAN
SASK
ALTA
BC

-35.4
-254.7

-17.0
-184.8

-1.2
106.9

7.0
9.6

13.7
-0.6

-50.9
-318.0
-138.1
-394.6

-14.0
251.0

14.8
30.3
27.3
-2.4

-69.2
-458.1
-128.1
-414.8

-13.5
258.1

18.2
36.9
36.2
-2.2

-10.3
-10.3
-26.6
-74.0

-2.2
42.7

3.2
9.0
3.8

-0.2

26.5
-1710.4
-2548.7

-676.1
90.3

-139.4
-78.9
121.1
297.9

32.4

-2.8
21.4
37.5
90.9
-3.6

-28.0
4.5
3.3

-19.0
1.7

22.6
-26.9
27.8

136.1
70.3

-279.1
-0.1
-8.2

-99.1
-3.8

-0.3
-17.6
-17.0
57.1

1.7
-12.5

-1.2
1.1
3.5

-0.7

-80.9
-2896.4
-3115.7
-1681.2

160.5
-612.6

-84.4
172.5
761.0

28.3

9.4
2295.4

872.9
1003.8

-10.1
-880.5

84.3
137.6

-174.2
-32.0

1690.7
9267.5
2560.1

11489.1
238.8

-6586.7
-277.8
-498.6

-1153.4
34.7

12433.9
172443.3

96255.5
142936.9
-22249.9

-169860.5
8825.4

13426.2
18972.8

5468.7

(1) MIN (5) Per capita education spending     (9) Average weekly earnings
(2) Regional extended benefits (6) Provincial income tax rates       (10) Probabilities of states of the world
(3) MIN and regional extended benefits (7) Social assistance benefits       (11) Moving costs
(4) Per capita federal spending (8) All policy variables        (3') MIN and regional extended benefits, age-sex-income class disaggregation
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38. It should be noted that for the high income group using Model 2, the coefficient of LEISURE is negative, which
has the effect of reversing the direction of the effects of eliminating regional variation in MIN and regional extended
benefits. But the direction of the aggregate effects for all income classes together, while an order of magnitude larger
in Model 1 than in Model 2, is still the same.

Second, the individual’s leisure time will be lower. If α2 is also positive, this effect tends to reduce inflows

to province j. The larger is α2 relative to α1, or in other words, the stronger is the individual’s preference for

leisure relative to consumption, the more likely it is that the net effect will be negative so that on balance,

people leave the region where the insurance system becomes less generous. 

When regional variation in MIN is eliminated over the 1978-1996 period, MIN rises in the Atlantic

provinces, Quebec, and British Columbia, where it previously was lowest.  The results in Table 7 show that

in these provinces, net in-migration falls as a result of this hypothetical policy change.  Net in-migration rises

in the remaining provinces, which experience a decrease in MIN.  Similar results are obtained when regional

extended benefits are eliminated, both alone and in conjunction with the elimination of variation in MIN.38

Here the results using the age/sex disaggregation in addition to income are shown in column (3'): the pattern

is similar to that using income classes only but magnitudes are smaller.

The elimination of all policy variation – an unlikely policy scenario in a federal country like Canada

– has more substantial consequences for the regional distribution of population than the individual policy

simulations.  In both models, Ontario is a net loser of population in this simulation, while the pattern across

the other provinces varies with the model employed.  The implication is that regional variation in public

policy in the country as a whole over the last two decades has not been accomplished at Ontario’s expense.

Finally, to complete the discussion of the effects of policy on the pattern of migration, it is interesting

to examine the effect of the elimination of moving costs. As column (11) indicates, the result is to redistribute

people away from the two central provinces, Ontario and Quebec, to the periphery of the country.  This result

does not imply that in the absence of moving costs, Ontario and Quebec are less attractive overall than other

provinces; rather it is simply a consequence of the fact that Ontario and Quebec have  the largest populations.

Consequently, a small increase in the rate of out-migration from either of these provinces leads to a much
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39. Results for Model 2 are found in Day and Winer (2001).

bigger outflow of people than a large change in the rate of out-migration from one of the smaller provinces.

5.3   An assessment of the consequences of regional variation in policy variables

A number of authors, in particular Courchene (1970, 1978), have suggested that policy-induced migration

may exacerbate regional disparities in unemployment rates in Canada by making high-unemployment regions

more attractive than they otherwise would be. Similar arguments have been made in other countries.

However, to our knowledge, no empirical study has directly examined this issue in Canada. 

Because we have modelled migration behaviour and not labour market behaviour, we can only

estimate the change in provincial unemployment rates resulting from the simulations reported above if we

make some assumptions about the impact of migration on unemployment. Accordingly, we assume that all

out-migrants from a province were previously unemployed, while all in-migrants to the province will end

up employed.  Then the change in in-migration will always equal the change in employment, while the

change in out-migration will equal the change in unemployment. This pair of assumptions represents the most

favourable outcome possible in terms of the impact effect of migration on unemployment rates.

The results of our calculations of the impact of eliminating regional variation in selected variables

on provincial unemployment rates are presented in Table 8. As in the case of the simulations, only the

average unemployment rate for the 1978-1996 period – computed using average employment and average

unemployment data for the period for individuals of both sexes aged 20-64 – is presented. The calculations

are carried out using the simulation results for Models 1, summed over all income classes, derived from the

coefficient estimates in Table 2.39 The actual average unemployment rate for each province during the period

is also presented.

[Table 8 here]

Setting the moving costs simulation aside for the moment, it can be seen that the effects of all the

simulations on average unemployment rates are generally quite small, even for the model shown (1) for

which changes in migration flows tend to be largest.  
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Table 8.  Hypothetical Unemployment Rates Resulting from Elimination of Regional Dispersion, Model 1  (average 1978-1996) a

Simulation NFLD PEI NS NB QUE ONT MAN SASK ALTA BC

MIN 16.7 13.7 11.3 12 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.4 7.4 9.6 

Regional extended benefits 16.6 13.6 11.2 11.9 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.4 7.4 9.6 

MIN and regional extended benefits 16.5 13.4 11.2 11.9 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.4 7.4 9.6 

MIN and regional extended benefits c 16.8 13.9 11.3 12 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.4 7.4 9.6 

Per capita federal spending 16.8 12.1 9.9 11.7 10.9 7.4 6.8 6.6 7.5 9.6 

Per capita education spending 16.8 13.9 11.3 12.1 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.3 7.4 9.6 

Provincial income tax rates 16.9 13.9 11.3 12.1 10.9 7.4 7.2 6.3 7.3 9.6 

Social assistance benefits 16.8 13.9 11.3 12.1 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.3 7.4 9.6 

All policy variables 16.4 10.6 9.5 11.3 10.9 7.3 6.8 6.7 7.7 9.6 

Average weekly earnings 16.7 15.0 11.5 12.2 10.8 7.3 7.3 6.6 7.2 9.5 

Probabilities of states of the world 17.1 15.4 11.3 13.1 10.9 6.5 5.6 4.2 6.3 9.5 

Moving costs -37.9 -8.1 -56.3 -47.2 -82.9 -87.6 -46.3 -40.9 -52.4 -39 

Actual average unemployment rate b 16.8 13.9 11.3 12 10.8 7.4 7.2 6.3 7.4 9.6 

Notes to Table 8:  

a Hypothetical unemployment rates were computed under the assumptions that all out-migrants from a province were unemployed prior to moving, and that all in-migrants would
be employed after moving.   Total employment and unemployment for both sexes aged 20-64, obtained from CANSIM), were used as the basis for the calculations.  For each
simulation average employment over the 1978-1996 period was computed as actual average employment plus the change in  in-migration, while average unemployment was
computed as actual average  unemployment less the change in out-migration.  The average unemployment rate was then computed as the ratio of average unemployment to the
sum of average employment and average unemployment.  The calculations were done using the simulation results for Model 1, based on the parameter estimates for income
classes for 1974-1996. 
 b The actual average unemployment rate was constructed using the average annual values of employment and unemployment over the 1978-1996 period.  It is very similar in
magnitude to the average of annual unemployment rates over this period. 
 c Based on estimates disaggregated by age, sex, and income class.
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40.  The unemployment rates for this simulation are actually negative, reflecting the fact that the simulated increase
in the volume of out-migration exceeded the actual level of unemployment in all provinces.  One interpretation of
this result is that the elimination of moving costs would encourage many individuals not currently included in
Statistics Canada’s measure of the labour force to make interprovincial moves.
41. Under Model 2 (not shown in Table 8), average unemployment rates in all ten provinces are completely
unaffected by the elimination of regional variation in unemployment insurance. 

The only simulation, other than the elimination of moving costs, that has some impact on average

unemployment rates is that in which regional variation in the probabilities of the states of the world is

eliminated, with the effect varying across provinces.  Of course, the complete elimination of moving costs

has a large effect on unemployment rates, as would be expected from a shock of this magnitude.40

Finally, it is important to note that the impact on average unemployment rates of the elimination of

regional variation in the unemployment insurance system is quite small, and that this is also the case when

the age/sex/income class disaggregation is used, as shown in row 4. The Model 1 results lead to changes in

unemployment rates only in the four Atlantic provinces, with the largest decrease in unemployment rates

being half a percentage point in Prince Edward Island.41 It should also be remembered that the policy change

introduced – the complete elimination of regional policy variation – is very large,  so that half a percentage

point is likely to be an upper bound for the effects of marginal policy changes in the insurance system that

may occur in the future. 

6.  Conclusions and suggestions for further research 

Estimation and simulation using our new data set for 1974-1996 indicates that the prime determinants

of interprovincial migration are differentials in earnings, employment prospects and moving costs.  The

impact of the public policies considered here on the total number of Canadians who make interprovincial

moves is small, regardless of which model we employ. Both models predict that the elimination of regional

extended benefits and regional differences in qualifying requirements for unemployment insurance would

have increased the volume of migration by less than 1%.  Even the combined elimination of regional

variation in all of the policy variables included in the analysis (unemployment insurance, personal income
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42. It also seems wise to consider alternative explanations in which migration does not play its classical role of
equalizing opportunity because of high moving costs. On this point, see also Emery (1999).

taxes, social assistance and provincial and federal spending) is predicted to raise the volume of migration

by at most 5%, or by less than half a percentage point. These results allow for the relatively greater influence

of unemployment insurance on the comprehensive incomes of lower income individuals, and are robust (as

far as simulations concerning insurance are concerned) to disaggregation of the data by age and sex in

addition to income class. 

Hypothetical calculations further suggest that regional differences in policy had little impact on

unemployment rates across Canada.  One should note that previous studies of fiscally-induced migration have

not placed much, if any, emphasis on carrying out such quantitative simulations.

  Although regional differences in public policies may not have had an impact on interprovincial

migration, our results indicate that some extraordinary policy changes probably did. Events following the

election of the separatist Parti Québecois government in Québec in the second half of the 1970s, and the

closing of the cod fishery in Atlantic Canada in 1992 appear to have substantially altered interprovincial

migration. These results suggest that one must be careful to distinguish between the effects of marginal

changes in policies on the one hand,  and the effects of large, discrete changes which may swamp the

retarding influence of even high fixed moving costs on the other. 

If the persistence of regional disparity in Canada is to be attributed to regional policies, then, it

appears necessary to focus on the differential effects across regions that (may) result from the existence of

income support programs, which are more important to people in poorer regions, as distinct from the effects

of marginal changes in such programs.  In this respect, one should note that the complete elimination of the

system of regional subsidies (via unemployment insurance and other policies) is not a shock that is

represented in our data, and the effects of such an extraordinary change cannot be inferred from our results.42

 Avenues for further research suggested by the paper include work on the effects of extraordinary

social events; finding other ways of dealing with collinearity of unemployment insurance and employment
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43. A full study of grants may require that the measurement of individual benefits from public services be improved
so that a model of the effect of grants on provincial decisions may be combined with a model of migration behaviour.

prospects; building models in which both migration and labour market outcomes are endogenous; and

uncovering the effect of intergovernmental grants on migration.43  To get at the effect of the existence of

policies, it may be useful to try a long-run equilibrium approach to policy-induced migration as in

Pommerehne, Kirchgässner and Feld (1996), which has not been attempted for Canadian data. Finally, in

view of the importance of moving costs, careful attention to the role of such costs in future models will be

worthwhile. 
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Figure A1.  Regional Variation in Labour Market Variables
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Appendix 
1. The persistence of regional disparity in wages, unemployment rates, and federal government
public polices in Canada, 1966 - 1996.

The persistence of regional disparities over the 1966-1996 period is illustrated in Appendix Figure A1, which presents the
unweighted coefficients of variation across the ten Canadian provinces of real average weekly earnings and provincial
unemployment rates, two labour market variables commonly believed to influence migration decisions. Figure A2 presents
coefficients of variation across provinces of several federal and provincial policy variables – real per capita federal current and
net capital spending, maximum weeks of unemployment insurance  benefits to which a person with minimum qualifying weeks
is entitled, real per capita provincial government spending on health, real per capita provincial spending on education, and real
social assistance payments for a single mother with two children. Together the two figures show that public policies in Canada
exhibit levels of regional dispersion that are comparable to those of wages and unemployment rates.

2. Definitions: incomes and probabilities in the four employment states

The three components of income that depend on the state of the world are defined as follows:

where ρ is the benefit-replacement rate (0 # ρ # 1); wR is the before-tax replaceable wage; MINWKS is the maximum number of
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weeks of UI benefits that a person with MIN weeks of work can receive, and  represents annual social assistance benefits.SA

The replaceable wage is computed using average weekly earnings in each province.

In equation (8), after-tax incomes net of moving costs in the four states of the world are denoted INCijs  and, using the fact that

T = 52, may be written as:

The two-week waiting period for UI benefits is taken into account in the calculation of incomes in states 2 and 3. For all provinces

except Quebec, provincial income taxes are computed as a percentage of federal income tax owing. In the case of Quebec,

provincial income taxes were computed separately using the Quebec income tax schedule.

Letting be the proportion of UI recipients with more than twenty qualifying weeks and the proportion of UIp j
20+ p j

<20

recipients with less than twenty qualifying weeks, the ex ante probabilities of the four states of the worlds are approximated as:

3. The marginal effect of a change in MIN

The derivative of Pij with respect to a change in MIN in province j is
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